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Reissued in a way-cool paperback designShe took her own temperature. With the fancy

thermometer that beeped. It was not normal. It was not 98.6. Judy's temperature was 188.8! Judy's

temperature was 00.0! Judy's temperature was beep-beep-beep-beep-beep. She, Judy Moody, had

the temperature of an outer-space alien!Judy Moody has a mood for every occasion, and now, she,

Judy Moody, is in a medical mood! It's no secret that Judy wants to be like Elizabeth Blackwell, first

woman doctor, when she grows up. So when Class 3T starts to study the Amazing Human Body,

Judy can hardly wait to begin her better-than-best-ever third-grade projects: show-and-tell with

something way rarer than a scab, a real-live ooey-gooey operation, and a cloning experiment that

may create double trouble for Judy and her friends. RARE!
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Judy Moody, M.D The Doctor Is In! By Megan McDonaldJudy Moody is back!!! This time Judy has a

challenge to become just like her idol, Elizabeth Blackwell, the first women doctor. Judy has a

school assignment and it's about the human body. Judy dresses up like Elizabeth Blackwell for her

project and operates on her patient, a zucchini. Meanwhile her brother, Stink gets sick, and her



friend Frank tries to clone a guinea pig that is Jessica Finch's, Judy's enemy. This book is for kids of

all ages. The illustrator did an awesome job on all the pictures and the author describes the

situations beautifully and you can get a picture in your mind about what she is talking about. This

book is really laugh out loud funny. I think that Judy is hilarious because she tries all these crazy

things and she thinks that she can become the first girl doctor. Are Judy's friends there to help her

or betray her? Hope you enjoy this book!!

Judy Moody is a spunky third grader who wants to become a doctor. When Judy finds out she has

to do a project for school she is really happy and wants to do it on Elizabeth Blackwell, first female

doctor. While working on the report her brother gets sick and now Judy Moody has her first patient.

Judy tries all kinds of ways to make her brother, Stink, feel much better.The class really liked Judy's

report. Next, her friends played a trick on her. When she found out, she was really mad and did not

want to talk to them anymore. Now, poor Judy gets sick and has to stay home for twelve days.

Luckily, she has good friends who come to her house and help make her feel better.By Anna C. T.

My daughter is not a "fan" of reading, so anything that engages her, we jump on. She will actually

read Judy Moody books without being "nagged" to read. (Part of her homework is read 20 minutes a

day.)

This is about the tenth book in either Judy Moody or Stink Moody series that I have read. And boy

was it fun! I actually read this while home sick myself, and my wife and children were sick also. This

book made some of the stuff we were going through easier to take. The book focuses around Judy

and her continued desire to be a Doctor when she grows up. Her class has a trip to the Emergency

room to visit the Hospital with the other third grade class. But soon after that trip, Stink ends up sick

and gets to stay home from school. Judy wants to help doctor him back to health but ends up

catching the mumps herself.The chapters are:M.D. = A Moody DayM.D. = MeDullas and

ManDiblesM.D. = Mystery DectectiveM.D. = A Million DollarsM.D. = Mucus DermisM.D. = Mr.

DryBonesM.D. = Majorly Delicious!M.D. = Medical DoctorM.D. = Medical DisasterM.D. = Mumpty

DumptyM.D. = Most DefinitelyAs we all know Judy can be moody at the best of times. Once she is

sick, her mood becomes something even more, which for Judy is saying a lot. But through the help

and support of her brother Stink, and her friends, things begin to turn around.This was another great

book. The collaboration between McDonald and Reynolds is amazing, as is the way the story is

complimented by the drawings and illustrations. The flow of the story and the way you can pick up



any of these books and read it either in order, or out of order, is great. These truly are amazing

books that children of all ages will enjoy reading together and that is my M.D. My Determination!

My daughter loves Judy Moody and this book was a hit. She could not put it down and let me know

how far she read ever time she had to stop. She shared the story and it was a joy to hear her laugh

and giggle as she read.

My son (8 years old) liked it a lot. He read it in one day and wanted more.

Peter Reynolds' engaging cartoon drawings once again embellish the return of Megan McDonald's

`Judy Moody' protagonist for grades 4-5: this time Judy is in a `medical mood' and, inspired by a

class in anatomy, Judy learns about a woman doctor and decides to embark on medical world

adventures involving a gooey operation and a cloning experiment. As usual, hilarious comedy

invites even the most reluctant reader with a set of zany adventures.

I love this book! Operations are hilarious!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!_!!!sweet and I think

77($3#Â¡=3craggy and I am looking at least one of people who want the good news is a great job of

a great way for you can see that has a lot to get to rate
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